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TEXT:

//«RECEPTION: FAIR»

1. KOHL' URGES OTHER G-7 COUNTRIES TO HELP USSR. (1 MIN)

2. SOVIET FM SAYS THAT START TALKS ARE SUCCESSFUL. (UNO MIN)

3. BUSH SAYS IT IS POSSIBLE TO HOLD U.S.-SOVIET SUMMIT MEETING IN
    MOSCOW BEFORE THE END OF THIS MONTH. (UND MIN)

4. ALLIED FORCES LEAVE NORTH IRAQ. (UND MIN)

5. KAZAKHSTAN DELEGATION WILL END VISIT TO PRC 16 JUL. (UND MIN)

6. SOVIET PREMIER SENDS CONDOLENCE TO LI PEI~G ON FLOODING IN
    CHINA. (UND MIN)

7. DPRK RESUMES THE VIENNA TALKS ON NUCLEAR INSPECTION. (UND MIN)

8. INDIAN CABINET WINS SUPPORT FROM PARLIAMENT. (UND MIN)

9. CHINESE FM SPOKESMAN 15 JUL ANNOUNCES THAT 5 WEST PERMANENT
    MEMBERS AND INDONESIA WILL BEGIN TALKS ON CAMBODIAN ISSUE IN BJ FROM
    17 JUL. (UND MIN)

10. XNA: HUN SEN 15 JUL ARRIVES IN BJ. (UND MIN)

11. USSR, MONGOLIA 15 JUL SIGN TRADE AGREEMENT. (UND MIN)

12. AFP: JAPAN WILL SEND EXPERTS TO IRAN TO INVESTIGATE AIR
    POLLUTION CAUSED BY GULF WAR. (UND MIN)

13. XNA: MORE FOREIGN TOURISTS VISIT TIBET. FIGURES GIVEN. (UND MIN)

14. REPORT ON CURRENT SESSION OF RSFSR PARLIAMENT. (UND MIN)

15. INTL MOVIE FESTIVAL HELD IN MOSCOW. (UND MIN)

16. RPT HIGHLIGHTS

17. „USSR TODAY“ PROGRAM. INCLUDING:

   A. REPORT ON GORBACHEV’S PLAN FOR ECON REFORM TO BE UNVEILED
      AT MEETING WITH G-7 LEADERS. (3 MIN; MOSMAND 151300)

   B. REPORT ON SOVIET ISLAND IN ARCTIC CIRCLE WHICH ONCE HAD
      MANY CONCENTRATION CAMPS. (4 MIN; MOSMAND 151300)

   C. REPORT ON SIGHTING OF UFQ IN KRASNOTARSK. (4 MIN; MOSMAND
      151300)

18. NEWS BRIEFS. (3 MIN) 160200
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